DISCLAIMER: the author added the links and photos contained within this
document one year after the article was written. None of these links were used
for the research. Rather than providing links to 1000 page documents making
one relevant point, the author recently researched public sites for easier to read
information pertaining to the relevant points already made a year previous.
Many more links could have been provided, but the author urges you to
research and learn as much as you can for yourself.

The Wake Up Call was written with the intention of informing those people who
are uninformed or misinformed. It is intended to educate and most importantly
to be shared with as many people as possible. All statements are factual and
true, and several predictions have come to pass since this document was
written. Anyone can research any part of the document and find facts and
research to support it. Please, copy the web address to this page and share it
with everyone you know.
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The Wake Up Call
Special Edition
What Every American Needs To Know

Dear Fellow American,
If you find the following: new to you, strange, crazy, or absurd, you unfortunately
have some major catching up to do and you are in need of a stern wake up
call. Hopefully this will be the wake up call.
Deep down inside, most of us, Americans, know that something isn't right. With
our government, the media, and the public's mindset in general, we know
"something isn't right".
It's important to understand our government was set up "by the people, for the
people" but has NOT actually been "by the people, for the people" for quite
some time. You can admit many of our "leaders" are elected and then do
whatever they want for their own good and the good of the
corporations/lobbyists they accept money from. You know this much is true.
So, we have established that government hasn't been operating the way it was
intended for quite some time. This is an important time to check your brain and
moral compass because you KNOW this point is true. Stay with this thought.
Things are not what they are supposed to be in they way they operate, what
makes you think that this is the only thing. We have all heard of Bills being
passed in "midnight sessions" away from the public, the prying eyes of reporters
and concerned "watch groups". Why? It should make us think about it, IF we
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actually stopped to think. But ask yourself this question; why do we allow it?
Why don't we stand up and say, wait a minute, we are your constituents, you
represent us, you can't hold issues in secrecy, it's not right to keep secrets from
"we the people" unless we don't matter and it's not in our best interest? That
would explain a lot, wouldn't it?

GOOOOOD MOOORRRRNING, AMERICAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!
You go to sleep every night living in the New World Order and your wake up call
to this fact may arrive in the form of Martial Law. That's right. And what is
Martial Law exactly? It used to mean, temporary rule of a civilian population by
military authorities during a time of emergency. But, now thanks in part to the
first section of our wake up call; it's no longer temporary, instead permanent in
ways that will redefine the term. It was a Bill that sounded patriotic, felt patriotic
in its introduction to the public, but is, in fact, not the least bit patriotic. It's the
Patriot Act, of course.
You may be thinking, if it's not
patriotic why would it be a law
and why would they call it the
Patriot Act? It's a frightening
thought, but the government
commonly says a law is one
thing when it's really something
else. It makes us feel safe and
good, meanwhile it's never
defined in plain English. This
allows them to use the law
selectively and that's scary. First, understand this. The Patriot Act I & II are not
the least bit patriotic, instead you'll learn they are a caldron of abuse and threat
to civil liberties, thus evil. It was said, "The second Patriot Act is a mirror image of
powers that Julius Caesar and Adolf Hitler gave themselves. Whereas the First
Patriot Act only gutted the First, Third, Fourth and Fifth Amendments, and seriously
damaged the Seventh and the Tenth, the Second Patriot Act reorganizes the
entire Federal government as well as many areas of state government under
the dictatorial control of the Justice Department, the Office of Homeland
Security and the FEMA NORTHCOM military command. The Domestic Security
Enhancement Act 2003, also known as the Second Patriot Act is by its very
structure the definition of dictatorship."
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These documents were written in anticipation of events, circumstances and
crisis, and the first Patriot Act passed without a single member of Congress being
ALLOWED to read it. What? Yes, that's right, not one member was allowed to
read it and they readily admit this.
The first Patriot Act was prewritten, sitting on a shelf and waiting for a terrorist
attack to be dusted off and passed into law. These Acts are in direct violation
of The Constitution of the United States of America. They destroy, in this socalled war on terror, the very fabric of our entire system. 90% of the Bill has
nothing to do with terrorism, but is instead a Federal power grab. Fundamental
elements of freedom, including free speech, freedom of the press, the right to
assemble and more, are now in jeopardy or have been effectively abolished.
Also, the government has recently, in complete violation of the U.S. Constitution,
given itself the right to warrant-less searches of your person, home, and property.
It's hard to believe, but law enforcement is now instructed to suspect anyone
with a copy of, or quoting, the Constitution of the United States of being a
terrorist! Billions of dollars have been put into domestic programs to be used
against the citizens of America.
You may be defending the government in your mind right now, thinking these
laws are to protect us from the evil terrorists, but consider this; these laws are
domestic, not foreign. That means these laws are for you, the average citizen,
the government's only true fear, "we the people". Don't pull the wool over your
own eyes. This is the wake up call, not the snooze button. Wake up!
One of the most alarming things to consider about the Patriot Act(s) are the
hundreds of references to "terrorism", "terrorist acts" and "terrorist", but THEY define
who a terrorists is: a "unlawful combatant" or "enemy combatant". Section 802
defines domestic terrorism so broadly that it could apply to any individual
exercising his or her freedom of speech, expression, and assembly as acts of civil
disobedience. But, wait there's more. The second Patriot Act Section 501
expands on Section 802 of the first Patriot Act's definition of "enemy combatant"
as any American citizen who "may" have violated any provision of Section 802;
which describes any crime as a crime of domestic terrorism. Stop and think
about that for a moment; any crime as a crime of domestic terrorism. This is very
dangerous as the definition of civil disobedience can be twisted nine ways to
Sunday and is already happening all across America as police forces are
guided by Homeland Security to enforce these supposed laws they claim are
meant for "terrorists", on average citizens. An interesting disclosure of the tens of
thousands of "investigations" conducted by Homeland Security revealed only
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0.014% had anything to do with terrorists or terrorism. The other 99.986% were
unrelated to terrorism or terrorist. There are literally thousands of examples and
they are in and of themselves proof of the desensitizing of Americans through
conditioned denial as we see and hear of these atrocities without thinking twice
about the violation of civil liberties being committed by our uniformed officers
while they unwittingly violate the oaths they swore to protect and uphold the
Constitution of the United States
of America.
Have you
noticed? How do they pull it
off?
Simple.
We have been
bombarded by the words "War
on Terror" to the point where
the average American really
doesn't' want to hear an
alternative to this.
Many
Americans think it's necessary to
lock someone up for simply
voicing their opinion. After all
we are in a "War on Terror"; we
can't have people going
around
questioning
the
government
when
the
government is only looking out
for our best interests. Really?
It's for our best interest?
Remember the freedoms the
Patriot Act just took away?
Remember, "by the people, for
the people" that isn't reality anymore? Is it really our best interest? Do you still
think so? Remember, the Patriot Act was written well in advance and written in
anticipation of circumstances. But, they needed an excuse to pass the Patriot
Act? Keep reading, as this will be explained.
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FAKE MONEY & TAXES
Let's back way up and understand some important establishing facts that have
lead to some of our current circumstances. In 1913, several men succeeded at
a plan they had devised in secret, writing a Bill that would be covertly passed by
a very limited number of Congressmen during a Congressional Christmas
vacation. This was a very powerful Bill written by bankers. It was introduced to
a practically, empty Congress by a Senator in on the deal with these bankers.
The Bill was the Federal Reserve Act. Its intention was simple; give the power to
print money to their private, international banks. The problem was they just
simply printed money out of thin air. Meanwhile it was and still is, paid back in
real money with interest. Doesn't make sense does it? Well, hold on because it
gets worse, much worse. Basically, the three men who designed this essential
take over of the national currency, by doing so, essentially took over and owned
the country too. By controlling the money, interest rates, federal spending, and
federal debt, they controlled the federal government.
These men were none
other than (top) J.P.
Morgan, Paul Warburg,
Sen.
Nelson
Aldrich,
(bottom) Benjamin Strong,
Frank Vanderlip, Henry P.
Davidson & Charles D.
Norton and they pulled
off the greatest con of
their time. Keep in mind,
these men owned banks,
printed fake money for an
entire nation and were
paid back in real money
with interest.
President Woodrow Wilson, who signed the Federal Reserve Act into law on
December 23rd, 1913, six years later wrote, in regret of his action, "I am a most
unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined my country. A great industrial nation is
now controlled by its system of credit. We are no longer a government by free
opinion, no longer a government by conviction and the vote of the majority, but
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a government by the opinion and duress of a small group of dominant men." He
went to his grave, miserable.
Note: Later, in 1950, the government, falling behind on the interest payments,
created a way to draw more money out of the taxpayers to pay this interest
and it's still used today. It's known as the Federal Income Tax, a completely
illegal, unconstitutional, anti-sixteenth amendment, income tax, non-law (in 1950
the tax was 2%). To this day there is no law that says you have to pay a Federal
Income Tax, as it is "voluntary". It is assumed through "conditioning", but not
legal. 100% of the money from the Federal Income Tax is used for the Federal
Reserve (private bank) interest (debt). There is a misunderstanding that your
taxes pay for things you enjoy. Some do, but not the Federal Income Tax.
Roads and highways: gas tax. Military: corporate tax. Schools: property tax.
Etc., etc., etc.
These bankers were very smart and had enough money to take unbelievable
risks and chances, and one idea was pure genius. They started a rumor in New
York City that a well-known bank was going bankrupt. The story was planted in
large newspapers, paid off to do the bidding of these wealthy magnates.
Fearful people everywhere pulled their money out of the banks, all banks. Here
is where the genius comes in. After so many people pulling their money and
closing their accounts, the banks were desperate for money, so, they called in
their loans. But, nearly everyone with loans couldn't possibly pay them off, so
their property was seized and taken from them. Hence, the Great Depression
was installed in America. These major bankers were then able to buy up most
all of the property for pennies on the dollar. When the market recovered they
sold the property and assets at profits that would be considered incredible by
any standard. But, what does the Federal Reserve Act have to do with
anything current? Everything. Just keep reading.

THE ULTIMATE P.I.N. (PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER)
The Great Depression caused a scare that made people far more open to
giving up privacy and liberty. Anything but a continuing depression, they said.
So the government, with the help of their friendly bankers, devised a plan to
keep people financially secure in their older years, Social Security or, social
insurance. It was part of the New Deal, the title President Franklin D. Roosevelt
gave to the series of programs he initiated between 1933 and 1938 with the goal
of providing relief, recovery, and reform (3 R's) to the people and economy of
the United States during the Great Depression. In 1935, people accepted it with
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open arms, but there were a few catches, of course. One, the average life
expectancy back then was much lower than the cashing in age of Social
Security money. Two, and most importantly, it replaced a person's individual
name identity with a number. Keep in mind this was a major concern for most
all of Congress and citizens at the time of debate regarding this law.
In the Bill, passed into
law, it was stated the
social security number
was NEVER to be used
as form of identification.
In fact, until recently it
was still printed right on
the social security card
just below the number,
"Not to be used as a
form of identification".
But, as we all know, it
was used as a form of identification. It IS your identification. You cannot get a
job or do anything without giving it up. It's the key to accessing your life, records,
banking, credit score, etc. and it's completely illegal. It's your life P.I.N. People
feel powerless when they are treated as a number or cattle. When you call a
corporation like your Phone Company, cable provider, bank, or credit card
Company with a complaint or question about your bill for example, you give
them numbers, phone numbers, last four digits of your SSN, etc. From that point
on you speak like a number. To the person on the other end of the line, you are
a number. In every way you ARE a number, not a person. We are constantly
paying for this treatment with their one policy for all mentality. Not the individual
needs of the individuals. We became a number and now stand in line for
everything. The Social Security Number was the beginning of a powerful
conditioning that leaves us powerless to the government, corporations and
banks, and what benefits them, not us.
At this point, you must stop for a moment and accept the facts. This was and
still is a blatant misuse and abuse of laws and power. We are so desensitized
that we don't even think twice about it. We continually allow the government
to pass laws that include restrictions on what they can and cannot do, but then
later after some conditioning of the public, some excuses and falsely created
necessity, they stomp all over our privacy (in this example). This is a clear wake
up call for the realization that it's the norm in Washington for this kind of abuse. It
makes no difference if they promise a law will ONLY do one thing or another
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because in Washington, give an inch MEANS take a mile. We'll revisit this as the
big picture is drawn more clearly.

GIVE UP SOME FREEDOM FOR LIBERTY, BUT THEY ARE SYNONYMOUS
The understanding that freedom is liberty and liberty is freedom will make this
next Act quite interesting. Interesting in a way that scares the life out of anyone
who understands it's meaning and how it fits into the big picture. We already
know the government will sell itself to private bankers, lie to citizens about there
identity and turn us into cattle. Now we have this Military Commissions Act of
2006. It's not too bad really if you don't need the Bill of Rights. This Act finishes
dismantling and destroying, a staggering, 9 of the 10 Bill of Rights. You will never
see those Rights if the government deems you an "enemy combatant".
Remember the Patriot Act?
It's important to understand, our government, all throughout our history, has
successfully used the same trick on us. It's this trickery that we keep falling for
time and time again. Each time there is a threat, real or fabricated, the
government becomes a little more LIKE the threat in order to "protect" us. When
there is a threat on our freedom, they take some of our freedom away to
protect the rest of our liberty. This has happened so much until most Americans
are so accustomed to the idea they think they are actually free now. You're
not. When there is a threat on our liberty, they take some. A threat on our way
of life, they change some of our way of life. Threat on our financial security, give
that security to private bankers to rape and pillage us into trillions of debt until we
give up a little more freedom for wars, as wars are always profitable and
invigorate the economy. Many Presidents from John Adams, Woodrow Wilson,
Franklin Roosevelt, all the way to the one we have now have done this. It's
never worked out well for us, just them. Who are they protecting, really.
Benjamin Franklin said, essentially, anyone who gives up their liberty for safety
deserves neither.
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This Military Act is just that, it's militarization on us. How? "These Military
Commissions will provide a fair trial in which the accused are presumed
innocent, have access to an attorney and can hear all the evidence against
them", President George
Bush speaking at the
signing statement of the
Military Commissions Act
of 2006. There's just one
problem. He's lying. In
fact, it is a bold face,
outright lie. Remember
the trick they play on us,
saying it's one thing to
make us feel good about
it while not defining it and
leaving us to find out it's
not what we thought?
Let's examine why it's a
lie. (Besides the fact that
he's claiming the law will
give the "accused" Rights
they already have. Why
would
an
accused
person need laws they
already have?
It's so
clever how these things
are presented and it
goes right over most
people's head because
he claims it's for the
terrorists, but it works in
conjunction with the
Patriot Act which is
"domestic" terrorists, "enemy combatants".)
First, the Military Commissions Act of 2006 permanently eliminates Habeas
Corpus (which applies to U.S. citizens), also known as the Great Writ, which is the
name of a legal action through which a person can seek relief from an unlawful
detention of himself or another person. It is a safeguard of individual freedom
against arbitrary state action and one of the very cornerstones of our freedom
found in the Constitution where in the Constitution it states "habeas corpus shall
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not be suspended unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety
may require it". Keep in mind; members of Congress who opposed this Military
Commissions Act openly said, "The conditions for suspending habeas corpus had
not been met". This isn't something that can be suspended in anticipation of
rebellion or invasion, but in fact, it doesn't suspend it at all. It permanently
eliminates Habeas Corpus. 100% unconstitutional! No President or Congress is
allowed to remove anything from the Constitution. They have sworn oaths to
"protect the Constitution from ALL enemies, both foreign and domestic". To pass
a law that removes any part of the Constitution is a violation of the Constitution
and is otherwise known as treason. There is no problem that can be solved by
taking our Rights away. This Bill or Act was cleverly disguised as a law for foreign
"enemy combatants" but it's real purpose is to be used against us, "we the
people". Remember, the Patriot Act? Remember, "Social Security" and its
violation of our privacy and identification? Give and inch, take a mile?
You'll have to do some homework yourself, so web search the "bill of rights" and
read them... And to make it a little easier on you, the only one you have left is
the third. The rest are all gone. Believe it or not, that's exactly what the Military
Commissions Act of 2006 has given us, or shall we say, taken away. Depends on
whose side you're on.

THOSE WHO CANNOT LEARN FROM HISTORY ARE DOOMED TO REPEAT IT
"You are now witnessing the beginning
of a great epoch in history...a sign from
God to declare all out war on terrorism
and it's ideological sponsors, a people
who traced their origins to the Middle
East and found motivation for their evil
deeds in their religion", George Bush?
No. These words belong to a leader
who instituted laws just like the Patriot
Act and Military Commissions Act,
Adolph Hitler. His laws were extremely
effective at meeting his goals. You
could ask the ones who felt how
effective it was, but most of them are
dead...7,000,000 of them. But let's back
up just a bit to how Hitler gained power.
To gain control and institute these similar
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laws, Hitler and his men planned and executed a fake, or false flag, terrorist
attack.
They burned the Reichstag (Germany's Congress) to the ground, blaming it on
the "communists" and essentially putting Hitler in power (this is well documented).
Within the first few months after that "terrorist attack", at the suggestion of a
political advisor, Hitler brought a formerly obscure word into common usage.
He wanted to stir up "racial pride" among his countrymen, so, instead of referring
to the nation by its name, Germany; he began to refer to it as "The Homeland".
Remember, the citizens of Germany didn't know that Hitler was responsible for
the "communist" attack and within a year of that false flag operation he had
moved to "protect" the security of the homeland, by consolidating the actions of
dozens of previously independent police, border, and investigative agencies
under one national agency.
Sound familiar? No accountability, checks or balances...Like our Homeland
Security Agency! There is only
one explanation this scenario:
total control.
Hitler had his propaganda
minister
orchestrate
a
campaign to ensure the
people he was a deeply
religious man and that his
motives were rooted in
Christianity.
He proclaimed
the need for a revival of the
Christian faith across his nation.
By the time of his successful
and brief action to seize
Austria, in which almost no
German blood was shed, Hitler
was the most beloved and
popular leader in the history of
Germany. Hailed around the
world, he was later Time
Magazine's "Man of the Year"
in an article titled:
"A Dictator's Hour"
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Ironically, by the third anniversary of "Bin Laden" & "Al Queda's" alleged
successful demolition of the WTC Towers in New York City, the terrorist act that
catapulted Bush to alter and reshape the American Constitution; his successful
and brief bombing to destroy Afghanistan in which almost no American blood
was shed, Bush was the most
beloved and popular "War
President" in the history of this
nation. With the Patriot Act,
Homeland Security, War in
Iraq, illegal detentions on a US
Military base in Cuba, War on
American Free Speech and
War on Civil Liberties, he
became Time magazine's
"Man of the Year".
At the time Hitler took power,
Germany wasn't communist
and had a great relationship
with the U.S. The evil "enemy
combatants" in Hitler's time
were the "communists" in his
public speeches to win favor
in the public eye, but in reality
select citizens of Germany
were
the
"enemy
combatants" in Hitler's policies
and Laws or "Acts". It is much
the same in America now.

POSITIVELY IDENTIFIED
One of the ways our government proposes to keep us safe is to give us all a new
National Identification card (national driver's license). It's called REAL ID. It's to
protect us, we cannot avoid "another 9/11 without the REAL ID" said Michael
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Chertoff, Secretary of Homeland Security. You are probably hearing it called
the REAL ID for the first time, right now. You can be sure it is NOT for "your
protection" and WILL be used to take away your liberty. What is it, exactly? It is
a tamper proof identification card with a magnetic strip on the back storing
information digitally; your social security number, retinal scan, right hand palm
and fingerprints and even stores your DNA once the technology will so allow it.
And one more thing, it also contains a very pretty, shiny, RFID chip right on the
front. The RFID chip is a radio frequency identification chip that tracks your
every move on planet earth to within three meters. You will be asked to present
this ID card as it will be swiped for just about everything you do, including all
transactions, credit or cash, all travel, etc. Don't worry, it will work with all existing
debit and credit machines that you already
use at every convenience store, grocery
store, department store, and airport security
check point, etc. Of course, most of the
time for security purposes you'll have to put
your face up to a retinal scanner while
placing your right hand on a palm and
fingerprint scanner (If you're a Christian you
may want to consult the Book of
Revelations as your eyes are only thing in
your forehead and your fingerprint scan is on your right hand, just hinting you
may want to look it up). Retinal and handprint scanners were tested in
convenience
stores
throughout America as far
back as at least 1998 as
part of a secure checkcashing program.
Since
the passing of the Patriot
Act, all new bank accounts
require a credit check and
separate documents to be
filled out for Homeland
Security. It is a complete
cohesion in anticipation of
the REAL ID. You may be
thinking, there's no way this REAL ID will ever happen. Guess what? It's already
been signed into law. It was another one of those "Acts" that passed without
anyone in the mainstream (corporate) media reporting it. The REAL ID Act was
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passed as a "rider" on the back of a emergency military spending and tsunami
relief bill, signed into law back in early 2005.
Along with a bunch of junk to make it look good this law didn't even mess
around with confusing talk, rather it just comes right out and says what it means.
All states must voluntarily pass this law or else. Or else what? That's the
interesting part about that word "voluntarily". Portions of the Real ID Act
pertaining to States were scheduled to take effect on May 11, 2008, three years
after the law passed, but the deadline has been extended to December 31,
2009. The consequences of not passing the Act are the most severe; neither the
State nor it's citizens are recognized as part of the United States of America and
would therefore lose all federal monies, benefits, travel to and from the state, use
of federal highways, Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security, etc., etc., etc. The
same goes for any individual who refuses whether in a State that happens to
"voluntarily" pass the law or not. And if you, an individual, decides that you
aren't going to take this ID card, guess what that would make you: an "enemy
combatant", or "unlawful combatant", according to the Patriot Act II and the
Military Commissions Act. You would be "rebelling". That will no longer be
tolerated. It would be a new act of treason seen as acting out, by pursuing
your personal happiness, liberty from tyranny and freedom from oppression.
Warning: These cards are expensive, contain sensitive information, unique
numbers and could really screw the system up if you lost it, had to replace it, be
reassigned a new card with new numbers, reprogram your life into the system,
erase the old card's information from the system as to not allow someone to
assume your identity or just reek havoc on the system and your life. So, don't
lose it, because you don't want the alternative, or shall we say the REAL ID
inevitable... You see, some years back, certain sectors of the military were
guinea pigs for this ID card and all of its capabilities, and it is very expensive.
Some of America's finest would lose their card. No worries though, lose it once
and they replaced it. Lose a second time and guess what? The soldier was
implanted with a microchip RFID version of the card. That's right, believe it or not
the technology has been around for decades and has only been improving in
its capabilities. It still has all the capabilities of the card with one catch; you
can't possibly lose an implant. (You may be wondering how do they scan an
implant with a credit card machine? Have you seen the gas pumps that you
just wave a capsule on your key chain by? Or how about the new credit cards
you only have to wave it by at the register? This is the purpose of that
technology.) This is where we are headed. You just have to know how to look
without conditioned denial.
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SHOW ME THE MONEY
Is it starting to make sense? It will when the dollar, due to interest on fake
money, continues to decline in buying power (down 57% at the time of this
writing July '07) until all the countries who currently invest in our dollar and give us
loans based on the power of our dollar, cash out on their holdings of our
currency, refuse to give us loans and bail on us completely. It may even remind
you of the Great Depression when banks called in their loans because the value
of the dollar had dropped so low they themselves had to use the property they
had given consumers loans to buy
as collateral for their own debt to
the big banks. When our money
has so little value that it buys
nothing for a whole lot, we'll be
begging for something, anything to
get us out of this jam we're in so we
can go back to watching TV and
forget about all the problems with
this country. Just leave us alone in
our houses we purchased on
borrowed money with our nice
cars we purchased on borrowed
money parked in the garage next
to the lawn mower purchased on
a credit card while we eat our
dinner purchased with our debit
card in front of the giant screen
propaganda box we don't make
payments on for 6 more months
where we hear the so-called
"truth", no matter what channel it's
on, from the ultra wealthy, utterly
corporate, everything to gain,
totally
controlled
media
conglomerate
repeating
the
same message; leaving us just one
decision we can still make for
ourselves as we decide which
news "personality" we like to hear
our doom, gloom and daily
serving of lies and propaganda from. And, when we have made our decision
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and are peacefully sitting there munching on our MSG (excitotoxin) riddled
food, sipping on our Aspartame (excitotoxin) sweetened soft drink or
Fluoridated/Chlorine water or tea of choice we will one day hear the news that
we have been saved by a new currency known as the AMERO.
Then the New World Order, which this government takes its orders from, will have
us begging for this new form of currency. It's just missing one thing. Support,
close support, maybe the same thing that helped the EURO get off the ground
and rolling in Europe. Yes, that's what we'll need. We'll need friends to share our
currency with. We need...
(Search: Excitotoxicity, MSG, Other Names for MSG Aspartame, Sodium Fluoride,
Fluoridation, Chlorine)

A NEW COUNTRY
Well, friend, this must be your lucky
day because we happen to have
a new country for you right here
where you live.
It's called the
North American Union. 17(Read:
Council On Foreign Relations Building
A
North
American
Community) It's a little known
merger between the US, Canada
and Mexico and was actually
signed into existence by the
"leaders" of these three countries
back in 2005. Planned under the
cover of the Security and
Prosperity Partnership of North
America, right down to the smallest
detail, with the three government's total cooperation and assistance, of course.
They've built one of the largest seaports in the world in Mexico, bringing products
in, mostly from, China, begun construction of the largest super-highway system in
the world, the Trans-Texas Corridor (or NAFTA Superhighway) in the US, which
they will soon test with 100 hundred Mexican trucking companies flooding the
U.S with trucks and truck drivers coequally testing the REAL ID's, to go along with
the completed construction of the largest truck depot in the world located in
Kansas (Kansas City Smart Port, Official Website), and of course, one of the
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largest airports, still to be expanded, in Denver as part of their "Port to Plane"
project.

The maps for dividing North America into six territories are all laid out, highways,
new Capital (Denver, where a second, or shadow, government is already in
operation in Colorado Springs), infrastructure, martial law to keep order, of
course, and all this has been going on right under your nose. Most citizens will
likely beg for this merger, as the government will tell us that the North American
Union and the AMERO will certainly save us from our useless dollar. Of course, it's
just another trick, sleight of hand, because it's the opposite in fact. Just look to
the Fortune 500 hundred companies as most of them in anticipation of this
merger have already set up their new corporate offices in London, but mostly
Dubai to avoid the collapse that will be coming. (Web search any of this and
find out all you want to know. "Trans-Texas Corridor" is a good one. "North
American Union" and "AMERO" are others.) It's all right there in front of us. And, it
can be, because the media is owned by the same Fortune 500 corporations
who stand to profit by the new country's laws or shall we say lack there of.
Legalized monopolies for starters. Do you know who owns Fox, CNN, NBC, CBS,
ABC, New York Times, etc.? Different corporations that have nothing to do with
news own these media networks. Let's not forget the word "network". These
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giants plant stories on the little stations in each market, filling them full of garbage
and sound bites that keep everything consistent from the local level to national.
They monitor each one, baiting them with promotion possibilities of anchors and
reporters moving to larger markets or even up to the Network level if they stay in
line and report what they are told. Corporations run the government, banks run
the government, elitists run the government and this is only the beginning...
The master plan is called, "The Project for the New American Century", it was laid
out years in advance. It could only happen, as they the planners said
themselves, with a new Pearl Harbor. Enacting the laws (Patriot Act I & II, Military
Commissions Act, REAL ID Act) that would be needed to set in motion the new
territory (North American Union) helped by a crashing dollar setting up more
Pearl Harbors (false
flag/fake
attacks
blaming them on Iran
or Syria, etc., so they
can start a most likely
nuclear
invasion,
creating a panic in
the U.S. that will lead
to Martial Law, etc.)
until they have what
they
need
to
complete a One
World Government,
one
connected
currency through the
World Bank, with one ID system for every human on the planet and we, the
taxed to death people, will fund it as we are their faithful non-thinking, nonquestioning, do as we are told, powerless feeling, subjects, or slaves as we really
are, living in conditioned denial.
This plan has been tweaked and messed with for many, many years. This latest
version, The Project for the New American Century went public in 1997 with a
cover story of their goals on their publicly accessible website. It's all smoke and
mirrors, but the signers of this plan are below. You may recognize a few names.
Remember, 1997, three years before George W. Bush was "elected" and this
plan wasn't conceived in 1997 it went public in 1997. Now put that in your mind
as you read the names of the designers (in alphabetical order) and remember
all of the events, Acts, etc. that have happened since 2001; try to tell yourself it's
just a coincidence that some of these men of such great power are on this list.
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[Look up names you are unfamiliar with on Wikipedia to see the seats or positions
of power these men are or were in.]
Elliott Abrams
Gary Bauer
William J. Bennett
Jeb Bush
Dick Cheney
Eliot A. Cohen
Midge Decter
Paula Dobriansky
Steve Forbes
Aaron Friedberg
Francis Fukuyama
Frank Gaffney
Fred C. Ikle
Donald Kagan
Zalmay Khalilzad
I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby
Norman Podhoretz
Dan Quayle
Peter W. Rodman
Stephen P. Rosen
Henry S. Rowen
Donald Rumsfeld
Vin Weber
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George Weigel
Paul Wolfowitz
The point of this is to show you it's all connected. It's been surrounding us for
years. The point is to get you ready for what's coming because the more of us
that know and understand without living in the conditioned denial we've grown
accustomed to, the more we have a fighting chance.
Note: The Rockefeller tie still binds as David Rockefeller has spent years creating
avenues for the NAU, nurturing Latin leaders to go along with his plan through
organizations such as The Council on the Americas (Founder and Honorary
Chairman), The Americas Society (Chairman), The Forum of the Americas
(Founder), The Institute for International Economics (Financial backer and Board
Member), The Trilateral Commission (Founder and Honorary Chairman). He was
also Chairman of The Council on Foreign Relations when Cheney served as a
Director. In fact, Cheney joked not long ago during speech to the CFR saying; "I
never mentioned that (he was a member and Director of CFR) back when I was
campaigning for reelection (U.S. Senate) back home in Wyoming." He
received big laughs from the CFR audience after this remark because they
know full well how sinister their organization is.

HINDSIGHT'S 20/20
In 1998, UNOCAL, the ninth largest oil company in the world, with the services of
General Electric, Halliburton, and its CEO Dick Cheney, and Enron, planned to
construct a 935 mile, multi-billion dollar, oil pipeline through Pakistan and
Afghanistan, the Central Asia Gas Pipeline Consortium (CentGas). They went to
Afghanistan for the rights to build, but the deal fell through due to "political
unrest". Now here is where it gets interesting.
After the invasion of Afghanistan, for it's "involvement" in 9/11, the U.S.
"appointed" a President of Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai. Who IS Hamid Karzai?
Try this one on for size; he was a former member of the board of directors of
UNOCAL. And, guess what one of the first accomplishments of the newly
appointed administration was? You guessed it; Afghanistan has a pipeline (of
which they'll likely never see a drop of oil or money from) running through their
backyard thanks in part to the U.S. military knowing how to drop precision smart
bombs in a straight line through the mountains making it much easier to
construct. (Search: hamid karzai oil board member)
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Then we invaded Iraq for their participation in 9/11. Yes, at first we said they
were harboring "Al Queda", but that wasn't going to work. Wait, Saddam has
Weapons of Mass Destruction. Yes, that will work, but they lied about all of the
intelligence gathered on the subject. No matter, we'll get in their and kill the
witnesses, temporarily free the people, then enslave the people, start a civil war,
build permanent military bases and stay there long enough for defense
contractors to get filthy rich while being protected by our under paid, under
Blackwater, a private defense
equipped soldiers.
And, by filthy rich...
contracting company, making hundreds of millions in Iraq, headquarters in
Virginia, provides private soldiers by the tens of thousands (Watch: Iraq For Sale,
a high-quality film by Robert Greenwald, 75 minutes or watch it at the bottom of
this page), Halliburton (Dick Cheney, Former CEO) cannot be measured in
millions of dollars because it's in the billions, but the real have your cake and eat
it too award goes to daddy. Yes, President Bush's daddy, former President
George H. W. Bush is a board member of the Carlyle Group, a defense
contractor making more money than any other defense contractor in the world
and they should because their partners are the Bin Laden family, the Saudi Royal
family and others. (There is a plethora of information about the Bush family on
the Internet, but be careful it could make your head explode, as it will open your
eyes to things you wish you didn't know about them. Bush...past and present.)
But that's all in the past. If you want to see our present and future at the same
time, you need look no further. Several decades ago, we entered into an
agreement with the oil countries in the Middle East and OPEC was formed. No
surprise here, OPEC is run by the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank. The Deal: we buy oil from these
countries at prices set by us with the value
of currency set by the US Dollar. At the time
of this agreement these countries, like Saudi
Arabia for example, were dirt poor. In
exchange for buying their oil and giving
them US Dollars for it, they had to do
something for us. They had to take a
percentage of that money and buy part of
our National Debt. It sounded like a pretty
good plan. There was a small problem.
Not ALL of the oil rich countries in the region
went along with it. There were two nations that told us to take a hike. Can you
guess which two countries? If you guessed Iraq and Iran, you would be correct.
Iraq and Iran: our present and future conflicts, or, "War on Terror". And you
thought we were fighting the terrorists for what they did to us. Think again. Or,
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just change the way you think. Not everything is what it seems. No magician or
illusionist has ever sawed anyone in half. No matter how many different ways
they do the trick, it's still just a trick. It's not a coincidence that the countries we
have gone into and will go into, Afghanistan, Iraq and Iran happened to be
blamed for 9/11. It's the other way around, as we blamed them for 9/11 so we
COULD have an excuse to invade them. It's all pretty convenient don't you
think.
If it's really about terrorism and WMD's we could have easily gone after plenty of
terrorists in plenty of other places, like North Korea and their WMD's. Or, Africa,
where literally millions have lost their lives in civil wars, genocides, and
government sponsored terrorism that is still going on today. (Search: Africa
Eugenics) We in our righteousness have done almost nothing to actually stop
the killing in Africa as only recently people have awakened to Darfur. Watch
Chavez in Venezuela, if he continues to step out of line with the oil issues, we'll
"find terrorists" there too. (Search: Chaves Oil Terrorist) Keep in mind; Iran is not a
nuclear threat for building the same nuclear power plants that we have
scattered all throughout the U.S for electricity. Construction is about to begin in
London for the exact type of reactor for electricity that Iran is building. Iran is a
threat for selling its countries oil to China and European companies in EURO's
instead of US Dollars for a fraction of what we pay. Our conflict with Iran has
everything to do with the world's true currency, oil.

PERCEPTION IS NOT REALITY; A NEW WAY OF THINKING
Taking advantage of us by sleight of hand trickery has long been our
government's method of choice for accomplishing its secret goals. From Social
Security abuses to illegal Federal Income Taxes (Watch: America: Freedom to
Fascism by Academy Award Winner, Aaron Russo, 111 minutes or watch it at the
bottom of this page) and tens of thousands of other expansions on laws and
then outright violations; their newest way of convincing us they need all these
new laws is saying the laws are for the terrorists. But, why do we need to pass
laws to go after the "bad guys". It's a very simple idea really. Pass laws that
keep us safe from the bad guys but make us prove we're not the bad guys.
Give up our privacy, freedom and our rights to keep from being invaded, but
the government is the only entity doing any invading. Remember, the Patriot
Act is not a law for foreign threats; it's a law for domestic threats. We are the
suspects. Our President said, "I need Congress to pass this law if I am going to
be able to protect the American people". He was speaking of the Military
Commissions Act of 2006. These laws, Patriot Act I & II, Military Commissions Act
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and a slew of other laws and Executive Orders, all work in concert with each
other as part one big jig-LAW-puzzle. Hitler had the same big law, the "Enabling
Act" that crowned him dictator, but he passed it all at once. We in America
need our death camps created a little slower and right in front of our eyes in
order to accept them. (See: Patriot Act vs. Enabling Act) We are so
conditioned and desensitized to the government controlling us; we have
forgotten we're supposed to be the ones in control. The founding fathers had a
very simple plan for never allowing the federal government to get too big and
powerful; they made it illegal for the Federal Government to tax an individual's
income, therefore limiting it's growth, scope and size. Oops! We allowed that
to happen, just 2% we were told. That's all, we promise, no more. Right.
That tax grew and grew until it was another tax and another tax, and each time
they promised it would be the end. But, it's never the end. It's a continuing
take, take, take practice.
Look over here at the "evil
doers" while Bush takes our
Bill of Rights. (MUST SEE:
Keith Olbermann Video, 9
minutes or at the bottom
of this page) This is
premeditated.
We are
behind and must catch up
to these crimes against our
Constitution before we
have nothing to leave our
children. The goal of the
government is clear.
Make us suspects until we
give up our rights and
freedoms and become
enslaved to their money
hungry puppet masters, to
prove we are innocent. It was said, "...after 9/11, 280 million American citizens
became suspects".
In recent polls, no matter who is doing the poll, the majority of Americans,
Republican and Democrat, men and women, "believe" the government had
something to do with 9/11. There is endless scientific and eyewitness proof that
9/11 was a hoax and there is no proof that the government's version is really
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what happened, but many people just DON'T WANT to believe it (who could
blame them). Do some research; there are hundreds of websites dedicated to
the subject, many by scholars, physicists, engineers, former government
employees, and great Americans with common sense just like yourself. Don't
just sit there watching TV. Shut off the propaganda box, do a web search for
911 Truth, Scholars for 911 Truth and read, read, read. If you have trouble with
the idea of thinking your government had something to do with 9/11 you have
much to learn about your country's history.
9/11 is extremely important because it was THE "terror attack" that led to this
Patriot Act I & II being dusted off and passed, without being read.
Unequivocally, none of these plans, laws, Patriot Acts, Military Commissions Act
of 2006, Project for New American Century, AMERO currency, North American
Union, Billions and Billions spent on seaports, super-highways, etc., the invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq, the building of 14 permanent U.S. military bases and an
American Embassy larger than the Vatican in Iraq, not to mention the surrender
of 75% of Iraq's oil revenue for 30 years could have happened without: 9/11.
Do you still think it was a bunch of guys with box cutters pulling off military grade
pilot maneuvers, directed by a guy in a cave? Meanwhile the Bush Family has
been, and still is, in business, for decades, with the Bin Laden Family (Bush-Bin
Laden Oil), secret joint bank accounts (stemming from the George W.
Bush/James R. Bath/bin Laden business partnerships) in the Harris Bank, a unit of
Bank of Montreal and the units of Barclays Bank, United Kingdom, contain joint
accounts of Osama bin Laden/James
R. Bath/George W. Bush. The White
House said if they could find Osama
bin Laden's bank accounts they'd
seize them. Right. Do you still think
the official story is true when the FBI
has never formally indicted or
charged Osama Bin Laden with a
crime related to 9/11 because there is
"insufficient evidence to connect him
with any crime"? Or, how about NINE
of the alleged hijackers found alive
and well interviewed while going
about their normal lives where they
have been all along? Interviewed on the BBC and others. Jet Fuel DOES NOT
burn hot enough to melt steel, so do you still think that steel buildings fall down
because of fire? There are only three steel buildings in history to ever "officially"
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fall down due to fire...they are WTC 1, 2, & 7, and 7 wasn't even hit by a plane,
but it did house the CIA, Secret Service, FBI, Homeland Security, New York City
emergency command bunker and nearly every document having anything to
do with the Enron scandal and it's connections to one Dick Cheney and The
White House. All three buildings fell at free fall speed, so there goes the
pancake theory, and were vaporized into millions of tons of dust. How about
the audio recordings of more than 150 firefighters on their radios in the buildings,
recorded that day, saying, "There are explosions going off everywhere" in these
buildings, before they all died, of course. Recordings finally released by a court
more than 4 years after the fact.
What about the numerous documented reports about strange security changes
and men installing new internet lines in the buildings, yet no internet lines were
installed, for two to
three
weeks
leading up to Sept.
11th.
And what
about the removal
of all bomb-sniffing
dogs for the first
time, three weeks
before 9/11, as they
were used daily up
until this mysterious
time. And, during
the same three
weeks all security
cameras were shut
down 24/7 in all
stairwells, etc. And, who was the man in charge, the head of the security
company overseeing the World Trade Center and all of these mysterious
happenings, who incidentally resigned on September 10th, 2001? Marvin Bush,
the Presidents younger brother.
What will it take to realize something just isn't right?
How about this? NORAD has average less than 6 minutes to intercept a plane
off course since it's inception to protect the skies of North America (hundreds of
intercepts per year), yet on 9/11 they missed 4 planes in one morning. Look into
it and you'll find out NORAD and Department of Defense documents show that
for the first time in history, NORAD's intercept control was taken away in the early
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morning hours of September 11th, 2001. Who was it given to? One Dick
Cheney.
9/11 testimony from National Transportation Secretary, Norman
Mineta, who was in the bunker on 9/11 with Cheney, said, an aid came in every
few minutes to tell the Vice-President, "the plane is 40 miles out...the plane is 30
miles out...the plane is...10...do the orders still stand sir?" And, the head of the NTC
goes on to testify (covered by C-SPAN), "The Vice-President said, 'of course the
order still stands, have you heard anything to the contrary?'" BOOM!!!
There are literally hundreds and hundreds of facts that back up the real truth
about 9/11, but there isn't much that can be said for the real "conspiracy theory"
that belongs to the government and their 9/11 Commission Report. This IS the
new Pearl Harbor; 9/11 was a pretext for total control. It's openly admitted in
Washington, D.C. and depending on whom you talk to they'll still tell you it's for
the good of the country, to protect us from the bad guys. But, apparently and
according to these new laws, we, the American citizens, are the bad guys. This
is not the first time this has happened in history, we just didn't pay attention in
class, we assumed that we were safe; we thought nothing would ever happen
to us, we thought wrong.

FEAR: THE REAL WEAPON OF MASS DESTRUCTION
Do you remember when the weapons of mass destruction were used on you?
Maybe you were too caught up in the moment to realize it. These WMD's were
in the form of those buildings being attacked, planes crashing, people dying,
buildings collapsing, constant talk of terrorists, terrorism, terror, Bin Laden, Al
Queda, Taliban, War on Terror, "Saddam's Weapons of Mass Destruction"
repeated a million times, on and on and on. This is the real weapon of mass
destruction, because it's controlled FEAR. When they lie about WMD's it's to
provoke fear, when they plan attacks and allow innocent lives to be snuffed out
it's to provoke FEAR. If you hear the same thing over and over again, eventually
you'll believe it. Fear made Americans jump to give up their freedoms because
the fear was crammed down our throats 24 hours a day in the news and on the
color coded Homeland Security "Terror Barometer". "Today it's yellow, oh no, it's
gone up to orange; run, hide, buy plastic and duck tape to put over your
windows to protect from radiological fallout and biological weapons...the
terrorists are coming." Do you remember? The head of Homeland Security
actually told people to buy plastic and duct tape? WHAT? Are you kidding?
It's controlled FEAR! It's a joke. It's obvious when you look back at it. They
hyped it until they passed the laws they wanted and since then you've never
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heard another word about duct
tape and plastic. But, guess what?
They'll do it again, blame it on Iran or
Syria, etc. and Americans will fall for
it. Again.
If you are having trouble believing
this, if conditioned denial is creeping
in again, then here is a suggestion;
look into the real stories behind Pearl
Harbor, Cuban Missile Crisis, Attack of
the USS Liberty, Gulf of Tonkin
(Vietnam War), Oklahoma City
Bombing, Waco, Ruby Ridge and
learn about these and many more
government sponsored terror and
false flag operations. Learn about
the CIA's involvement in numerous
coups and terror plots. Learn about
the FBI's involvement in the first WTC
bombing in 1993, as reported in major newspapers. Learn the real history not
the fabricated history leading to your "America can do no wrong, conditioned
denial". It is conditioned denial. It started for most of us in the form of the history
they didn't teach us. Are you brave enough to hear the truth? It can only hurt
you if you don't learn it. What we should be in fear of is: ourselves. We are our
own worst enemies for allowing this to happen, but we didn't know what was
happening; now you do.

AWAKE YET?
What will you do? Sit back, do nothing, ignore it, hope this goes away, wish for it
not to happen, or will you take action, stand up for your country, educate
yourself, get answers, flood Congress with calls? There is no time left to spend in
"conditioned denial". There is only time left to feverishly seek the truth. Make
yourself aware of what IS happening. Learn how to see through the deception
that is the media and Presidential "Executive Orders" demolishing our freedoms.
This is real, it is happening and as much as we don't want it to happen, it will, if
we do nothing. Share this information with everyone you know, but whatever
you do, find your way to God, as He is the Creator, the All Knowing and true
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Ruler of men. We must have faith, but God made us with a free will. We must
choose to act. So let us Act against these "Acts" and take our country back.
The bottom line is this. Someone else is in control of your life. From the interest
rate on your car, house, credit cards, etc., to the price you pay for gas,
electricity, etc., and food, and laws passed to govern you, even what you do
with your own money (fake as it is). You are not in control of anything. Does
that sound like freedom to you? Are you really free? Do you have choices?
This country was founded on being able to stand up and say, "Wait, something is
wrong with this. I don't agree." Could you do that now? No, it's called
dissemination and there are many laws to prosecute you for doing it. After all,
your new title is "enemy combatant" if you speak out against anything. But,
collectively through being informed we can make a difference.
Web search until your heart's content, this is only the tip of the iceberg on each
of these subjects, you can find many sites, documents, videos, internet radio
stations, etc. dedicated to finding the truth, only the truth. It will set us free if we
don't wait until it's too late.
There is nothing wrong with America, just the people in control of America.
America is the greatest land in the world, we used to be a beacon of hope to
the entire world, let's get it back. It's time for real patriots to stand up for this
country so many patriots gave their lives for.

Do you hear the wake up call?
Blessings,
Deeply Concerned American
______________________________________________________________________________

*
Note: This was written to inform those most in need of it. Much, much
more could be written. In the hopes of giving you enough to peak your interest
and motivate you to research for yourself, this document was actually limited to
the subjects within. The following are quick facts about other important topics
of great consequence.
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**
For those of you unfamiliar with the
1st Amendment to the Constitution, it says:
Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Government
for a redress of grievances.
If case you haven't noticed these rights are being illegally killed off one by one.
Try using a video camera in New York City, if they so choose, you will be arrested
unless you have a permit and a $1,000,000 insurance policy. Why? Because
the Mayor didn't like truth seekers asking him questions. The Patriot Act and
Military Commission Act took care of the rest of the 1st Amendment. Wake up.
This is illegal, un-Constitutional!
***
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) is not actually what it
seems as their primary job is not to aid in emergencies. Remember Katrina and
New Orleans? They tested their plan to separate families, father from mother
from children, and it worked. Promised aid, money, etc. and have, to date,
delivered nothing but displaced families. But, don't worry they will rebuild with
the 62.5 billion dollars in contracts FEMA and the military have given Halliburton,
Bechtel and Flour through subsidiary fronts. But, none of the rebuilding is for the
victims, they aren't allowed back or haven't you heard of the recent court case.
Ask yourself what laws of physics would have to be violated for one levee wall
to break in two places on the same side in perfect symmetrical distances and
flood only the poor side of town. Then find the many accounts of witnesses
who, from bridges, watched black uniformed men all around the levee wall just
before it blew up or "gave way". Then research the morgue contract given to a
Texas company, friend of Bush, for Katrina in New Orleans. Research the
Blackwater private soldier's 73 Million Dollars, $243,000 per day, contract for
Katrina in New Orleans. Blackwater, by the way, is all over the United States right
now. We may not want to believe it, but what we want to believe won't
change the truth.
FEMA has constructed and is responsible for more than 800, ready for operation,
concentration camps in the U.S. They are prepared to hold more than
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20,000,000 Americans.
This is not denied and can be found buried in
mainstream news. Of course, back when they wanted funding for these
camps they claimed it was "in case of a flood of illegal aliens". The same illegal
aliens they are trying to get amnesty for, now that they have their funding.
Smoke and mirrors. Smell a rat yet? Nothing is ever what it seems. (Summary of
FEMA & Presidential Executive Orders for FEMA & CONCENTRATION CAMP
LOCATIONS by State

**** And the real wool over your eyes, if you're ready for it, is Global Warming.
The Global Warming movement, specifically Al Gore, is a sham. There is no
proof that "we" are causing anything. There is one culprit for earth warming and
you may have heard of it. It's called, the SUN. As part of a natural cycle in our
galaxy, the Proton Belt [web search] is approaching and just like our solar cycle
(summer and winter) all planets in our solar system are being affected equally in
their changing ratio to the sun. EVERY planet in our solar system is warming up
naturally. There has been a twenty-year campaign of duping celebrities and
musicians into duping the public. A great many of the scientists Al Gore's studies
have used actually disagree with him, which is why he changed his mind about
having them all sign one document or wall to show their support. He, instead,
used their names, ruining some of their careers and ignoring the critics. One of
London's leading environmental scientists went public, was threatened with jail
and has been placed under house arrest for several years now. Each year as
the American study on the state of the environment is about to be published it
goes to one particular office for approval and is edited with a black marker and
sections are re-written by hand. It's then published as if it came from the
scientific community. Can you guess which "office" this is? I'll give you a hint: it's
white. Yes, The White House. They don't want the true science to come out
because they have an agenda. This is a scam to put a One World Global tax
on everyone and thus, uniting everyone toward commonality and a one world
society or government, ultimately religion.
There is no such thing as Co2 Global Warming. Our earth is shifting, it's natural,
not permanent and most surprisingly, we aren't even to the hot time yet. As part
of the con, the government uses NASA (who gets its money from...? Right!) to
show the supposed facts about temperature. But, it has been recently
discovered that they fudged their equations to make it look like 1998 was the
hottest year on record, it wasn't. 1934 was and still is the hottest year on record.
In fact, 5 of the 10 hottest years on record are all before World War II.
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So, ask them to explain this: How is it all of the planets in our solar system are
getting closer to the sun, rising in temperature, supposed facts are based only on
admittedly false science from a paid government agency, their own scientists
won't sign on, the White House continually edits the scientific reports before they
are published, yet somehow my car is making it hotter on other planets? Use
your common sense; add it up and you'll see you've been conditioned to deny
your common sense by peer pressure, movies, music, politics, false science, etc.
But, you can change that with the power you have to change your mind. In
case you are entering conditioned denial again, ask yourself this one question
again: How do Co2 emissions from your car make it hotter on other planets?
END OF ARGUMENT!!! No "yes, but". That's it. END OF ARGUMENT!!!
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***** A Hint: One Vatican controlled group not mentioned, until now, has
members throughout all the other groups mentioned, has been around for
centuries and is overlooked by all media and people alike. The Freemasons or
Masons. Do a web search and learn about the 33rd Degree Freemason's real
doctrine. This is one scary club. Local level Masons have no clue as to what's
really going on at the top and the vast number of local level members and
lodges are exactly what makes it seem so harmless. After all, they do so much
good for society. Learn how Freemasons at the top go way, way back. You
have been desensitized to it by the glamorizing movies such as "National
Treasure" and will again be by its sequel to be released at the end of 2007. But,
learn, in fact, that Freemasonry at the top is a very sinister cult, very real, very
determined and very, very powerful. So powerful you may not believe what
they're really about until you discover it for yourself, but it will explain a lot about
why the evil going on in this world is perpetrated by the these high level
members. It will also explain much in the way of the beliefs of these people.
Top members of the Freemasons are called 33rd Degree Freemasons.
Interestingly, it is rumored nearly all but two Presidents of the United States were
or are 33rd Degree Freemasons. Abraham Lincoln and John F. Kennedy would
be the two outsiders. (They are also 2 of the only 3 Presidents to dissolve, or
attempt to dissolve in Kennedy's case, the international banking system in the
U.S. The third was Andrew Jackson, who shared Lincoln and Kennedy's fate as
he was assassinated, by poisoning. By the way, John Wilkes Booth was a
Freemason.) Do a web search for "33rd Degree Freemasons", etc. the lists of
members will chill you to the bone once you understand what their beliefs are
and the width and purpose of their deception over the American people and
the world. But, their goals are larger as they look to, or already, control politics,
employment, education, economics, military, government, police, banks,
communications, entertainment and aim at creating a cashless society,
controlled by the government... (Eric Jon Phelps is the expert on this subject, so
read everything you can and get his book, Vatican Assassins III, at his Official
Website)
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Dubai: Remember, the mention of
major corporations setting up their
new headquarters in London and
Dubai?
Dubai is worth your
research.
Check out the Palm
Islands in Dubai.
It's a virtual
paradise. This is an ultra exclusive
group of man-made islands for the
ultra elite and wealthy.
For
example, Dick Cheney has
purchased there as well as the
heads of many of the major
corporations in the U.S. and the
world, etc. Dubai is also the site of
the world's tallest building (tallest by
about 40 stories), still under final
construction.
Why do you
suppose these individuals, these
world elites would be purchasing
homes, buying land and setting up
their world headquarters in the
same place at the same time?
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The Thing About Credit: When you use your credit card you are printing money.
Yes, each time you make a purchase the merchant gets paid, but the money is
digital and is written straight out of the top Federal Reserve Banks. [banks that
print money] So, like our government, we have paper money printed with each
swipe to pay the merchant and then we are expected to pay the money back
each month with REAL money we earn, plus interest for most people. This is
completely unconstitutional, of course, and there is a name for this - Fraud.
Between mid 2009 and the end of 2009, the United States of America will be
completely bankrupt. When this happens, our entire credit based society will
not be able to pay their credit related bills like mortgages, car payments, credit
card payments, etc. and since our dollar will have no value, the big Fed banks
will just take all the titles and property they want just like they did during the
Great Depression. Makes you think maybe they had this planned all along.
They did.

Brainwashed: 99% of Americans, when asked what kind of government we
have will answer "democracy". That's wrong. We most certainly do not have a
democracy. It's a Republic. Though most think there's no difference or it's no
big deal what we call it, it is in fact a form of brainwashing to change your way
of thinking and more importantly your acceptance of government control.
NOWHERE in the Declaration of
Independence, Constitution, Bill of
Rights or Pledge of Allegiance is the
word "democracy" ever used.
And
there is a good reason for that as the
founding fathers and citizens of America
hated democracies.
In democracy
51% rule the 49% and tell them what
they can and cannot do (that's not
freedom). In a republic 99% cannot tell
1% (this is freedom). The United States is a Republic. You pledged "allegiance
to the flag and to the Republic for which it stands" everyday, as a kid in school,
so don't be fooled into thinking we live in a democracy, it's brainwashing.
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